This office vide letter No. A.5/124/Pers(Rectt)/Min Staff/BSF/2016/6063 dated 03rd Aug' 2017 has uploaded result of written examination to the post of HC(Min) in BSF 2016-17 alongwith answer key.

Cut-off percentage of marks for qualified candidates for 2nd phase examination mentioned in para – 6 may be amended and read as under:-

a) **DIRECT ENTRY CANDIDATES** – 82% (i.e 74 marks obtained by candidates opted for English language and 73 marks obtained by candidates opted for Hindi language).

b) **DEPARTMENTAL CANDIDATES** – 69.66 % (i.e 63 marks obtained by candidates opted for English language and 62 marks obtained by candidates opted for Hindi language).

**Note:** - Result has been prepared after excluding wrongly set questions in question booklet i.e 11 wrong questions for candidates opted for Hindi language and 10 wrong questions for candidates opted for English language.